Are your supervisors cops or coaches?

A popular cartoon shows a husband and his wife sitting together having breakfast with the husband exclaiming to his wife, “I told you I loved you when we got married 17 years ago. If anything changes, I’ll let you know!” You could tell she wasn’t pleased with this statement. Unlike this misguided husband, we all know the importance of positive feedback in shaping relationships and desired performance, so why is it so hard to utilize this essential tool at work?

Common are stories of the super-employee thrust into a supervisory position without being provided with expectations of what his roles, responsibilities, and expected results are, or the skills and confidence to fulfill them. Some people can handle this newfound authority, and some can’t. Some people provide more corrective feedback; others are too soft. The best supervisors learn how to strike the important balance of managing consequences. Some supervisors come across as a cop; others create a coaching experience.

During a keynote I was giving to the leaders of a utility company, I told the story of Alan, a client who attended one of our leadership safety coaching workshops. Early in his career, he was responsible for auditing his company locations for health, safety and environmental (HSE) compliance. On his third visit to one of the locations, as he entered he heard over the loudspeaker, “Charlie 2-2-3, Charlie 2-2-3.” Someone was kind enough to pull him aside and explain, “Alan, you do realize that’s code for HSE’s on-site, HSE’s on-site.”

He always thought he was perceived as a coach; unfortunately, he found that was not the case. When he was first telling this story during the workshop he attended, he realized he was never provided the skills to actually coach for performance or how to give balanced feedback to facilitate desired behavior.

At the conclusion of my keynote, a group of leaders approached me to share a well-known story within their own company about a superintendent recognized as the performance cop for their organization. As linemen were working on the poles, this superintendent would spy on them in the dark with the intention of catching someone doing something wrong and administering discipline. It turns out he would park down the road with his lights off, binoculars in hand, waiting for his opportunity. But a group of employees outwitted him. Under the guise of asking for his advice, some employees gained access to his front hood and applied reflective tape to the outside of his radiator.

From that point on, lights from oncoming cars would reflect against the front of his truck, signaling his position and rendering his tactic useless. Punishment is a behavior-exterminating tool, not a behavior-starting tool. If someone is punished, there is no guarantee the desired behavior will fill the void of the behavior being extinguished.

Let’s imagine someone is speeding and he sees a police officer ahead. He’ll likely slow down and, after passing the officer, resume speeding. This is avoidance behavior. What happens if this behavior is punished with a speeding ticket? Does the behavior forever change? Or does the driver get better at not getting caught, like by purchasing a radar detector?

Do we want employees to seek out improvement opportunities and increase their contributions to the performance of the company or get better at avoiding consequences and watching out for the supervisor? The answer should be obvious. Now, what are you doing to motivate or demotivate that? Are your supervisors perceived as cops or as coaches?
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